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∗ A manuscript before it gets submitted 
for publication

∗ Broader sense: any research output 
that can be shared freely and legally

∗ (Postprint – accepted manuscript 
before being typeset)

what is a preprint?



∗ platform to host preprints!

∗ platform to find preprints!

∗ platform to access preprints!

what is a preprint archive?



∗ arXiv launched in 1991!

is it a new fad?

http://www.nature.com/news/the-arxiv-preprint-server-hits-1-million-articles-1.16643


∗ Around 100? 
(see Disciplinary repositories
on Open Access Directory) 

how many preprint archives are 
there?

http://oad.simmons.edu/


OSF – hosted:

+ access to others…



how many preprints get archived?

(per month?)

Preprints across disciplines (graph by Jordan Anaya of PrePubMed)

https://github.com/OmnesRes/prepub/blob/master/analyses/june_preprints.png


how many preprints get archived?
(in bio-sciences, per month?)

CREDITS: (GRAPHIC) J. YOU/SCIENCE; (DATA) TED ROEDER/CSHL



∗ To get more scientists to routinely publish preprints

∗ To raise the profile of preprints in our discipline

∗ To complete OSF workflow from idea, preregistration, 
work documentation through to publication

Q1: why we need another archive?



∗ Give the wider community access to your work
∗ Find work of others
∗ Accelerate scholarly publication
∗ Establish precedence (timestamp/DOI)
∗ Get feedback & give credit, make connections
∗ Archive versions of your work
∗ Promote your work (get cited!) 

what are the benefits?



More, earlier citations

http://whyopenresearch.org/

http://whyopenresearch.org/


∗ Most journals accept manuscripts that were shared

∗ You can/should check (most) journal policies here:

what are journal policies?



∗ https://osf.io/preprints/

∗ www.ecoevorxiv.org (under construction)

how to share preprints?

http://www.ecoevorxiv.com
http://www.ecoevorxiv.com




∗ http://help.osf.io/m/preprints/l/726873-preprint-faqs

∗ Science article describing pros and cons of preprints in biology

∗ Short YouTube video about preprints

∗ www.ecoevorxiv.com (under construction)

more info?

http://help.osf.io/m/preprints/l/726873-preprint-faqs
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/09/are-preprints-future-biology-survival-guide-scientists)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWSMOlXlUys
http://www.ecoevorxiv.com




Steering Committee: 
∗ academics in ecology/evolution/conservation
∗ chaired by 
Shinichi Nakagawa and Fiona Fidler

Who is involved?



Ambassadors:

∗ Submitting preprints
∗ Helping to promote 

EcoEvoRxiv:
Twitter
wokshops
conferences, etc.

would you like to join us?



Q?
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